Digital Raw photography—the use of raw sensor data instead of a camera-processed JPEG as a starting point for photographers—is often a topic of controversy. Photographers make statements such as “my prints look good, I don’t see any need for Raw” and “I adjust my images in Photoshop; it works just fine” or “all those controls are too much work, I just want my software to match the JPEG.” Somewhat complex and widely misunderstood, the Raw workflow was created to return control of the print to the photographer. With traditional film, years and even lifetimes were spent learning the techniques of printing in the darkroom. Modern Raw photography provides even more control with less effort, but some education is still required.

This paper will provide a foundation for the understanding of scene rendering. It will introduce the concepts, history, and tools of printmaking, and express their bearing on modern digital photography. It will demonstrate why you should invest the effort to learn the tools of Raw photography, and most importantly, it will prove there is no single “correct” way to render a print.

State of the art

The advent of the digital SLR has created a renaissance in photography. The capabilities and ease of use exhibited by digital SLRs are amazing. Much of the excitement and popularity driving this renaissance can be traced directly to the quality of the prints produced by digital SLRs. If you expose your subject well and choose the right shooting mode, these cameras will produce a very good-looking print with little effort.

“Point and shoot” is a paradigm engrained in our minds by the marketing of a multi-billion dollar industry. For holiday snapshots, a child’s dance recital, or a high school football game, these cameras produce excellent keepsakes that document and reinforce our memories. With the click of a button, these modern marvels produce a digital file in the form of a JPEG, ready to be printed with no intervention. What more could you ask for?

To reach this stunning level of automation, the camera is making many decisions about how to render a scene and create the print. Translating reality to a photographic print is not a simple task, and the methods used are sophisticated and proprietary. Camera manufacturers have applied years of research and development to the unique algorithms inside each camera. Given a scene, each camera will arrive at a different result. None of these cameras typically deliver results that can objectively be considered “wrong,” and in fact each photographer may develop a preference for a camera’s results. Because there are so many different possible ways to render a scene into a print, it becomes important to differentiate between the science of photographic imaging and the art of photography. We will show that a photograph cannot be an accurate reproduction of the light that existed in reality: A photograph is always an interpretation.
A tradition of prints

Traditional film photographers make many decisions throughout the process that affect their art. Some of these—like framing, exposure, and depth of field—are straightforward and well understood, while others are more elusive. The end point in film photography is the print. Many things affect how a scene is rendered in print, even the choice of film itself. A film may increase the contrast of a scene or bring out the color. It may impart grain or warm the skin tones. Simply choosing a given film will have a significant effect on the final print.

After taking a picture with film, it must be printed. In the traditional darkroom process, printing has more variables than taking the original picture. The person printing an image from the negative may be as much an artist as the photographer. The printmaker may interpret a single negative in myriad ways. Papers, developers, toners, filters, dodging, burning, flashing; whole libraries of books exist on the printing of photographs and the techniques that may be used.

Not all great photographers are great printers. In fact, many great photographers never venture into the darkroom. Most of them have trusted printers with whom they work closely. Other photographers want complete control. They are scientists and tinkerers spending hours in the darkroom working and reworking the same print, attempting to extract their “vision” of the image. Ansel Adams is a great example of the latter. He reinterpreted many of his photographs each time he went into the darkroom. Prints of “Moonrise” created at various times over his lifetime appear very different from one another.

Photography is at its core an attempt to represent the reality of light in a media that can’t faithfully reproduce it. The range of the print is limited. The photographer and the printmaker must make sacrifices and judgments about what should be represented in the final print. These kinds of judgments can be made by a computer, but if they are, the emotional qualities of the scene are ignored. The result may still be called art—after all, the work of the photographer is still there. Such an image can always be improved by a good printmaker, and even more so if that printmaker is the photographer. Only with the human element in the rendering process can the original perception be evoked.

Easy or hard

Two forces have driven photographic technology forward. First is the commercial desire to make photography simple for the masses, and to include photography as a way to document our experience simply and easily. This began in 1900 with the first Kodak Brownie and continues today with the hundreds of “point and shoot” digital cameras. The primary objective is a pleasing memory with little effort and low cost.

In stark contrast to this goal is the artist’s desire for absolute quality and the flexibility to interpret the scene as he or she envisions it. These photographers desire as much scene information as possible with absolute control over how that information is rendered. A photographic system designed to be fast, easy, and automatic does not have the quality and flexibility required to realize the vision of the artist.

Our ability to capture and render an image has advanced swiftly. Today there are thousands of ways to create a photograph: from the hand-made glass plate, 35mm film, 4x5 view cameras, a cell phone, or a digital SLR, to amazing purse-candy point and shoots. Each has vastly different capabilities, and each requires various levels of user expertise to realize a final image.

The big squeeze

Many people erroneously think of a photograph as an “exact” reproduction of a scene. The reality is that light levels in a natural scene can’t be reproduced using any current technology and certainly not in a print. We must squash the vast dynamic range of sunlight and shadow onto the paper of a print that simply can’t hold it.

Throughout this paper the terms scene-referred and output-referred will be prominent. Our goal is simply a deep understanding of these terms and their application to digital photography. In our context, these concepts are applied to the image data itself. Scene-referred data has a direct relationship to the original scene; the values represent the properties of the original light emanating from the scene. Output-referred data has a direct relationship to the actual values that will be used to produce a photographic print.

When the term rendering is used in this paper, it is the translation of the data from the scene-referred state to an output-referred space that is being described.
The capture of scene-referred data is a science. The printing of output-referred data is also a science. The translation of an image from scene-referred to output-referred is the art of photographic printing. The original scene must be interpreted to produce a print. This process is subjective; there is no single “right way” to do this.
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Figure 1: A faithful reproduction of the light in a scene is not always a good reflection of the actual perception. These fish are a great example. The mind tends to ignore reflections and see through the surface. The first panel is a “faithful” output-referred reproduction of the relative luminance—what you would get from a “point and shoot” or the “Program” mode of a DSLR. Initially I shot many frames, and the camera JPEGs looked just like this. In an attempt to compensate I underexposed this shot; the second panel is the camera JPEG. The third panel has been processed in Adobe Photoshop® Lightroom™ as I perceived the scene, You will notice the darks are still very dark and the reflections are kept closer to shadows while the rest of the image is stretched towards the light.

The scene

You may think of a scene as the physical objects within your field of view. When imaging scientists use the term scene the definition is quite specific. In our context, and for all the purposes of this paper, I’ll use a very simple definition.
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Figure 2: The image created by visible light at the focal plane of a simple camera (top), and the human eye (bottom). Note that the human eye is a type of simple “camera.”
One way to record our scene would be a perfect scientific capture called a spectral pixmap. The image plane would be divided up into a grid of pixels (picture elements); for each pixel we would record 300 values representing the energy for each wavelength of visible light. Spectral pixmaps are huge. A 10-million pixel image would be 5.8 gigabytes.

Creating such a map is a very slow process, quite cost-prohibitive, and currently can only be accomplished when the subject is at rest. At this time the use of spectral pixmaps is limited to satellites, astronomical telescopes, and art historians. It’s important to note that while we have the technology and expertise to create such a recording, the technology to reproduce that data in a display or print of some sort doesn’t exist.

If we have the data from a spectral pixmap, we can create a much smaller file that represents the scene as the photoreceptors in the human eye would see it. This file would be much smaller—about 60 MB—and still contain all the information required to perfectly reproduce the scene for our eyes. However, due to the complex nature of human vision, you still need to capture the huge spectral pixmap in order to create this smaller file.

All forms of photography other than creating a spectral pixmap are imperfect, and can only represent an approximation of the original scene. Whether film or digital, the data we start with is already significantly limited by the method of capture. In human terms those limited factors are dynamic range, color gamut, and color accuracy.

Color is an extremely complex subject, and, luckily, for a good part of this paper we can ignore it. Most of the concepts and problems in rendering the digital print can all be described in the context of black and white photography, but apply equally to color.

**Scene dynamic range** is the key concept to understand. Scene dynamic range is simply the range of the brightness that is measured from the darkest element to the lightest. In the real world, this ratio can be very large. The specular highlight of a chrome car bumper under the noonday sun could emit a luminance of 50,000 cd/m². A portion of the same car’s black tire deep in the shadow of its fender may only emit .5 cd/m². This represents a scene dynamic range of 100,000:1.
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**Figure 3**: Common scenes have very large dynamic ranges. Many, such as this one, greatly exceed the ability of the camera to capture them.
The capture

With a clear definition of the scene, let’s examine what happens when a digital camera attempts to capture it. All digital cameras initially capture the scene in a similar manner. What happens to the data after the initial capture varies widely depending on the camera and its controls. In the Raw workflow, “raw data” from the initial capture is stored in the file. With a JPEG-based point-and-shoot camera, extensive processing occurs after the capture.

The mechanics of a digital camera are similar to its film-based cousin. The lenses, shutters, light meters, auto-focus systems, and aperture control are all very much the same. The difference is at the film plane. Instead of film, there’s a sensor array. Two types of sensor arrays are widely used; CMOS and CCD. For our purposes these are functionally similar and the differences won’t be covered. The sensor array is often referred to as the chip. The complete chip may also contain other components that are used to read the array and provide calibration data.

The individual light sensors are arranged in a grid. Each sensor is capable of translating light energy into an electrical signal. Once the sensor array has been exposed, each cell is sampled by on-board electronics, and the signal is converted to a digital value and then stored in the camera’s temporary memory. Unlike the human visual system, the response of the sensor is linear. That is, twice as much light will produce a digital value twice as large over the entire dynamic range of the sensor.

The limiting factor during capture is the dynamic range of the sensor itself. Except in the very flattest lighting situations, a sensor can’t capture the full dynamic range of light in a scene. It’s a useful analogy to think of our sensor as a bucket. During the time of exposure our bucket fills with light, and once the bucket is full we can’t measure any more—it just spills over the side. We call this state sensor saturation and it will prevent the capture of all the highlight information. Given the normal exposure range required to capture the average scene, the specular highlight on the chrome bumper will always saturate the sensor.
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**Figure 4**: The middle sensor bucket is full and overflowing. Even though the exposure has not ended, no further useful information can be recorded coming from the sensor. All we can know is that this pixel is greater than 1 bucket bright. It could be any amount more than that. This is called sensor saturation and determines the upper limit of the sensor’s dynamic range.
Another technical problem prevents us from seeing all the way into the darkest regions of the scene. The sensor is sensitive to a wide range of radiation, not just the visible kind. This other radiation is all around us and is also emitted by components of the sensor itself. In the illustration the extra radiation is represented by condensation and leaking pipes. Each time we measure how full the bucket is, part of the sampled data is extra. It’s mostly random, and we don’t know how much of our measurement is this extra radiation. To compensate, the chip has rows of sensors with opaque covers. It measures the signal in these “dark” buckets to determine the average and maximum amount of stray radiation during the capture. This “dark current” measurement defines a level beyond which we can’t be sure of our data. In the vocabulary of signal processing we call this the noise floor.

The sensor is sensitive to a wide range of radiation, not just the visible kind. This other radiation is all around us and is also emitted by components of the sensor itself. In the illustration the extra radiation is represented by condensation and leaking pipes. Each time we measure how full the bucket is, part of the sampled data is extra. It’s mostly random, and we don’t know how much of our measurement is this extra radiation. To compensate, the chip has rows of sensors with opaque covers. It measures the signal in these “dark” buckets to determine the average and maximum amount of stray radiation during the capture. This “dark current” measurement defines a level beyond which we can’t be sure of our data. In the vocabulary of signal processing we call this the noise floor.

The noise floor and the saturation point define the dynamic range of the sensor. For the best modern DSLRs this range is approximately 8,000 to 1, or about 12 stops—which is similar to the range of color reversal film. Note that this is far less than the possible range of a scene. When we capture a scene, we must choose an exposure that positions the window of potential capture range onto that scene. We must determine what’s more important to capture: the highlights, the shadows, or some compromise in the middle.

The scene-referred image

The raw data read from the sensor chip is called scene-referred data. The numeric values have a direct relationship to the energy of light that was present in the original scene. The only thing missing are the portions of the scene above or below our “exposure window.” These will be clipped to white or black. The values in the file accurately represent the actual differences in light energy between each pixel in the scene. If a pixel has a value of 10, and another 100, we know with great accuracy that there was 10 times more light at the second pixel. To be precise, we call this kind of raw sensor information linear scene-referred data.

The human visual system does not perceive light in a linear fashion as the sensor does. We don’t see 10 cd/m² as 10 times brighter than 1 cd/m². Scientific experiments have enabled us to build a model of how we perceive light. By applying that model we can transform the data into what we call scene-referred lightness data. Lightness is the term color scientists use to describe how bright we perceive a source.

Both forms of data—linear and lightness—are scene-referred in this case, as they have a direct numeric relationship to the actual light levels in the scene. As long as we know the position of our exposure window, we can recreate with accuracy all the light levels that were in the scene within that window.
If you send scene-referred data directly to a printer, or even a high quality computer display, you will not be very happy with the result. Even using the lightness-mapped data will provide a flat, lifeless image. These media don’t have the dynamic range that’s encoded in the original scene; in fact, far from it.

Figure 5: Dynamic range windows relative to one another. Note that while the inkjet print range appears nearly as wide as the range of sensor capability, since it is farther down on this log scale, it actually represents a dramatically smaller breadth of range.

There are some new (and very expensive) display technologies on the market that have a real dynamic range of 10,000:1 and can produce extremely bright whites. With one of these, we could send a properly exposed scene-referred image directly to the display. The image would look just like we were there, except for the clipping at white and black caused by the sensor.

The print

The photographic print is a reflective medium. The dynamic range of the photographic print is limited. The lightest part of the image can only be as bright as the white of the paper itself. The darkest black we can reproduce is dependent on the amount of light that the pigment can absorb.

The very best silver photographic papers or pigment inkjet systems can only realize a dynamic range of ~275:1, but a more typical value is ~250:1, while a glossy magazine may be 175:1. Some types of reflective media like platinum prints (100:1) or newspaper (40:1) are much less.

To throw another wrench in the works, prints are viewed at moderate light levels. Unless we’re in a well-lit gallery, ambient objects and light sources within our surroundings often have greater luminance than the print. This further disrupts our perception of light and dark.
Trying to reproduce the dynamic range of our original scene-referred image within the dynamic range of print isn’t possible. We could apply the windowing method, like we did from scene to sensor. However, to do this we’d have to clip most of the image, as the range of a print is much less. This isn’t a workable solution, unless your original image was shot in fog; even then, how each individual perceives the image will be different.

Figure 6: This image of the Palace Hotel was taken on a typical grey San Francisco day; however, the scene filled my field of view and did not look grey at all. What I perceived was rich and full of contrast. The first panel is the linear scene-referred data; the luminance levels have been directly printed. The second image is also scene-referred; however, the luminance data has been transformed to lightness, the way photoreceptors in the eye react to the luminance levels in the scene. The image still does not look like what we see in our mind. The last panel is an output-referred version I created in Lightroom.

In order to create a photographic image that evokes some resemblance to the original scene, we need to compress some parts of the tone scale and stretch others. We may also use clipping on at least one end. Clearly this process is both subjective and image-dependent. There’s no universal right way, no formula or curve that will work for every image.
Output-referred

The process of tone scale manipulation to create a pleasing photograph is what I call rendering the print. Now that you understand the scene and how we capture it, the balance of this paper is all about rendering the print.

The process of rendering begins with the scene-referred data. We manipulate that source data to create an interpretation of the scene—within the dynamic range of our print—and then we record a file with these new values. The values in this file represent the relative lightness of the pixels that will actually be printed on the paper. That data is called output-referred.

In a perfect world, we’d render an output-referred image for each specific paper type and pigment. The output-referred image is directly related to the dynamic range of the print, so each media needs its own file. This poses a problem for the camera manufacturer. A camera JPEG is essentially an output-referred file intended for print, yet the camera doesn’t know what media or ink you intend to use at the time you shoot the picture.

Transforming scene-referred data with a one:zero:zero:one dynamic range into a print is a complex and subjective process. Any two viewers will disagree on what looks best. Transforming a 400:1 output-referred image to 300:1 or 200:1 is pretty straightforward and most people will be happy with a simple fixed method that is the same for all their photographs. Although the photographic industry still has not fixed a universal standard, most JPEGs and other output-referred images have a target dynamic range of about 400:1. By design, this also compares favorably with computer displays, so the images look correct on your screen as well. When you print the image, the printer profile performs that final transformation to actual print dynamic range to account for the difference in JPEG dynamic range.

Perception

Human perception of a scene is very different than taking a picture (see Perception sidebar.) What parts we remember, what we deem important, and how it made us feel, are all subjective. Individuals presented with the same scene will remember and describe it very differently. The way each individual perceives a print is also unique. Listen to the comments at an art opening.

Rendering the extreme dynamic range of reality onto a print is dependent on an individual’s response to the original scene. Imagine a scene with a boat in the fog, and the sun just peeking out (see Figure 7). One person—an artist—may remember the scene as very soft, low contrast, with little detail, and an ethereal feel. Another person—a sailor—may have spent far more time with their eye lingering on the boat. This viewer may have recognized the boat’s maker, the crew, and the fact that it was in the process of changing course. This person might very well pump up the contrast for the boat because that’s what they remember seeing. The sailor may have also experienced the ethereal soft impression, but would apply more weight to the boat in their version of the rendering.
Perception

Perception is a complex subject and an intense area of scientific research. A digital image drastically differs from our perception of a scene; however, our perception of a scene has a bearing on how we choose to render it as a photographic print.

Our perception of a scene is not like a photograph. We tend to think about scenes in digital photography as made up of pixels; however, the human visual system does not record or process a scene in this way. The eye is not like a sensor on a digital camera, the photoreceptive elements are not arranged in a grid. They are not uniform and much of the image data never makes it to our brain or is recorded in any way by our memory.

When we experience a scene the first thing the eye does is scan. It moves around very fast focusing and identifying various parts. As we do this the iris will adjust the light levels for each part of the scene so we can see into the shadows and find detail in the bright areas. We may note that one area is dark or another really bright; however, at the time we scan each element, the photoreceptors are receiving an optimal exposure.

If an area is of interest, we will linger in our scan. The center of the retina, called the fovea, has the most photoreceptors and the majority of the color ones. If we want to see detail we must look directly at a particular area. We do not capture detail off axis as a camera does.

Structures in the eye preprocess and react to many elements of a scene before the image data from the retina even reaches the optic nerve. Movement, edge contrast, bright lights, and certain shapes and patterns are all recognized by neural nets directly connected to the photoreceptors. These pass information on to other parts of the nervous system, not just the visual cortex. These nonvisual systems may mediate the processing of the scene. In this way the brain can react to important visual information quickly. If you had to “image” and “think” about jumping out of the way of an oncoming car, you would never get out of the way in time. If you are trying to walk on a balance beam, the edge of the beam is very important information to hand off quickly. The visual cortex also appears to process images in stages and may hand off signals to other parts of the brain very quickly. It seems that the brain is hard-wired to recognize many things very early and report those findings before we have fully “thought” about the scene.

This preprocessing is an important concept. Perception of the scene is mediated by these primary networks. A high-contrast object growing larger in your field of view will create a specific signal. That signal is passed on to another network, which will compare the signals from each eye to determine if this growing object is coming at you. If it is, the network amplifies the signal and passes it on to be combined with other data, which may include sound, smell, or other senses.

Scientists call this type of signal an evoked potential. The name for this particular reaction is called the “looming response.” This very fast signal tells the brain, “Hey! Pay attention! Something is coming at you.”

Many parts of the nervous system react to this signal. Adrenalin may be pumped into your blood stream, other processing may be put on hold, the visual system will try to identify the object, and another low level network will be primed to make a fast decision that we call “fight or flight.” If you ask a person who has just jumped out of the way of a car what they remember of the scene, they may be able to tell you that they saw a car or truck, but little else. More likely it would be, “something was coming at me and I jumped.” Nothing else in the scene was ever processed by the brain. They will not remember anything else that was in their field of vision.

Higher-level networks farther along the processing chain also have a significant effect on our perception. One example is the facial gestalt. The brain can recognize faces very quickly. When we see a face it triggers a signal. We focus on this part of the scene and examine the face. The examination of the face may trigger many emotional responses. We may find the face to be cute, scary, sexy, worried, anxious… These responses in turn will mediate and direct our perception of the scene. If we recognize fear in a face, we may start scanning the scene for danger. If we really like the face we may not look at much else. When we do look elsewhere, we may have a more favorable impression of what else we see. The effect of various elements “colors” our perception of the individual elements. How we remember those elements will be affected by our emotional response.

This is only a brief glimpse at some the systems that govern our perception. Where we look, what we see, and what we remember, is nothing like taking a picture. Human factors govern our response to a scene, our memory, and the priority we place in its elements. If we want a photographic print to evoke the emotional response of our experience, the image data must be altered to compensate for the perceptual attenuation not reproduced by the photographic process. It’s this translation of the image that makes photography an art rather than science.
The reality is that both perceptions were correct. If we could reproduce the scene with all the original light levels, both the soft feel and the detail would be present. The eye, while lingering on the boat, would open the iris to bring out the detail. When it scans the rest of the scene, with its bright and diffuse light, it would close the iris. The overall perception of the scene is built up over time with—in effect—multiple exposures. The camera doesn’t work this way. This is why photographers often feel the need to make local corrections to enhance their rendering of a scene. One example of this is the common practice of “burning down the edges” of a photograph, to focus the attention in the center.

Image rendering – History

Since the first days of photography scientists have been studying how we perceive a photographic print and our scene-rendering preferences. Early photographic methods were capable of capturing and displaying only a very low dynamic range. In many media “white” was light grey and “black” was dark grey. It became clear early on that boosting the contrast of the print made the image seem more realistic. As media improved, and more research accumulated, complex response curves were derived that represented an average of these preferences. With traditional photography, we weren’t able to manipulate the values directly, as we do today with a computer. Instead, complex chemical interactions and filter systems were employed to reach an approximation of these idealized responses. Scientists worked very hard and employed many complex methods to create a reasonable rendering.

At the turn of the twentieth century, the science reached a point where a combination of a negative image on celluloid, and a print created on specially treated paper, could reproduce those “average” response curves very well. Along with this advance came the ability to adjust the exposure when printing in the darkroom to compensate for the picture’s initial exposure. This provided the latitude for the average consumer to take a photograph.
Not long after making these advances, researchers went to work on films and papers that produced exotic responses. It became clear that the average response was not “correct” or “best” for any individual picture. High- and low-contrast printing papers were developed. Printing papers were developed that would allow you to adjust response by changing the color of the light used for printing. New films were created that could capture more dark or highlight detail. Unique films mixed with exotic developer chemistry created still other responses. And photographers created special mixtures of all these things to create their own unique looks.

Ansel Adams in his darkroom, Carmel, California – 1981 © Henry Wilhelm

Figure 8: Ansel Adams used complex darkroom recipes to create the tone scale mapping that was his goal. Tri-X film, HC-110 developer, and selenium toner were notorious parts of the tool kit he used to create his signature “look.” Throughout his life Ansel was constantly revising the rendering of even his most famous images. New technology and greater experience allowed him, over time, to come closer to his ultimate vision.

All of these developments occurred before we even got to color photography. After color arrived it became clear that individual preferences were even more complex. When films were developed that matched skin tones, it was discovered that people disliked how they looked in early color prints. Massive investment in research was undertaken to figure out how people wanted their skin tones to render. When films were initially created that fit these preferences, they did a poor job of rendering saturated flowers or landscape scenes in a pleasing way. Soon we had an explosion of color films to suit various tastes and needs. The choice of film by a wedding, nature, or commercial photographer was different for each instance.
The variety of color films and consumer preference posed a real problem for the consumer photography industry. Consumers could not be asked to change film by subject. What transpired was a massive effort to change the equipment used by photo labs to print consumer images. Systems were developed that allowed operators to choose “presets” that improved the rendering for various “standard” image types. Eventually these systems started to analyze image content and make these decisions automatically. They guessed the “type” of each print: landscape, outdoor portrait, indoor, sunset etc. This, combined with automated development and transport, was the advent of the “one hour” photo lab.

Figure 9: This is an extreme but fair and true example of what can be lost if you only shoot JPEG. The first image is the camera JPEG shot of a beautiful orange-brown harvest moon. The first shot I took the camera blew out the highlights so I dropped the exposure 4 stops and shot it again. I did not realize due to my inexperience shooting the moon, that I still had not reduced the exposure far enough. The first frame is the camera JPEG, shot with the moon as the only light source. The camera used the moon to determine white balance, so it came out gray, not orange. The second frame is the JPEG, corrected for color and tone in Adobe Photoshop. There was no highlight detail to bring out in the JPEG, as it had been clipped by the camera. Also, notice the JPEG color and compression artifacts that were enhanced by the correction process. The final frame is the same perceptual correction performed in Adobe Lightroom on the Raw file from the exact same shot. Lightroom was able to recover the highlight detail and extract the color just as I remembered it.

Camera rendering

“Science is what we understand well enough to explain to a computer. Art is everything else we do.”
– Donald Knuth

The complexities of traditional photography made advances in rendering automation occur at a very slow pace. Even as researchers figured out what the “average” consumer wanted, figuring out chemistry and processes that would do this was tedious and inexact. Sometimes only approximations could be achieved. Also, cameras couldn’t send data about the scene or the photographer’s preferences with each picture to the printer. An unhappy consumer had to send a picture back to the lab, with notes, to get a better print. Automated systems couldn’t tell that you wanted the foreground brighter because of backlighting, and they almost always got this wrong.

The digital camera changed everything. In a blink of an eye, 100 years of world-wide color science research could be applied with much greater ease. You didn’t need to spend years figuring out the magic chemistry to change the way skin tones are rendered, for instance. You just programmed the change.

Changes made for skin tones no longer need to affect other colors. The automated systems created for the quick labs can now be put into the camera itself. When the picture is taken, the camera can analyze the scene and choose a rendering mode. Those modes can be very complex and far better than anything a quick lab could do. Additional information is also now available to make decisions. A light sensor on the camera can read the color of the predominant light source and set the camera with optimized outdoor, indoor, or sports photography settings. The autofocus can inform the rendering system of distance information. If you’re outdoors and the whole scene is at infinity, the camera might assume you’re shooting a landscape and set the rendering accordingly.
The user can now add information at the time of capture. By using a dial to set the *shooting mode*, the user can direct the camera to make a specific choice. Most cameras have a backlit mode. Not only does this change the exposure, it adjusts the rendering to bring out the detail in the shadows.

For these reasons the apparent quality of consumer photography has become much better. Relative to the quality you were probably getting from film taken to the neighborhood quick lab, the results you get from a digital camera will be much better. If you’re experienced and set your own exposure, the results may be better on average than even a professional lab would create over a roll of film. If, however, you sent an individual frame to a pro lab and asked them to print it, the individual human intervention will still produce a better result.

What digital point-and-shoot technology has given us is a better average photograph. The rendering of most pictures is pleasing and recognizable, with very little intervention. What it can’t do is perceive the scene as we do. The picture of the boat in a fog will always be grey, very low contrast and flat. The camera will never accentuate the contrast of the sail. When the sail flapped in the wind, the edge contrast was enhanced in our minds eye. The camera didn’t see this. We were standing on shore under the canopy of a forest, and the dark surround made the flat scene in front of us feel bright and luminous. The camera did not feel this way.

So you may ask the question, can’t we just fix the JPEG?

**The catch**

When a digital camera renders its image and stores a JPEG, what you have in your possession is an output-referred image ready for printing. If all you want to do is print the image as the camera created it, all is well. However, if you wish a different rendering of the scene with the same quality, you’re out of luck. The JPEG is a print; it has already been rendered.

In a film workflow, if you received a print from the lab with blown out highlights, would you send them the print to fix? Of course not. You’d send the negative or slide to reprint. The output-referred JPEG no longer contains the highlight data or dynamic range that would have been present in the raw data. There’s no way to recover it.

Camera JPEG rendering is a destructive process. First, the exposure window is set, determining which part of the scene highlight or shadow data should be thrown away. Then, the adjustment curves and color shifts are applied to move the image state from scene-referred to output-referred. The final step is to reduce the image data from the thousands of shades captured by the sensor (generally 12 bits per pixel) to only the amount needed for final printing (generally 8 bits.) Even if we knew the original correction curve that had been used, we could not reverse it. A large portion of the original scene data is gone.
JAY MAISEL AND THE JPEG

A proper exposure that matches your artistic goals will always produce a better photograph, whether we use Raw or JPEG. The output-referred JPEG that results from a perfect exposure may be what you wanted. However, a poor exposure in JPEG form will always produce a poor result. No adjustment will resurrect it. A Raw capture is less constrained by your choice of exposure. A poor exposure in Raw form has much more scene information and therefore more adjustment latitude. It is very much like the difference between shooting negative film and chrome. With a negative we have much more latitude in the darkroom. Raw is similar in this way.

When I watch my friend Jay Maisel take pictures I am in awe of his ability to match the exposure of each scene to the artistic vision he has in mind, instantly. Jay’s vision is more about content, layout, framing and color; he likes the way his camera translates tone. When Jay looks at a scene he knows how he wants it to translate in the final print. He also knows exactly how to set his camera and exposure to get very close. The JPEGs directly from his camera are often what he wants; in fact, much of the time he instructs his assistant to simply “match the JPEG” when he processes Raw files for printing.

If only we all had 50 years of experience shooting millions of pictures mostly on chrome. Few of us will ever achieve that kind of intuitive exposure meter. If you are anything like me, most of the time you are off a half a stop, or even two. When you react in 5 seconds to take that once in lifetime picture, the one with the perfect light that just burst through the clouds, will your exposure be right? Do you want a JPEG of that bad exposure with no way to recover the lost highlights? Or, do you want the Raw file, the file from which you can recover the 2 stops on the top end that is clipped in your JPEG?

Jay Maisel often uses this picture in his presentations to demonstrate the concept of a “color event”—a term coined by Gary Winogrand. Jay was walking by Hyde Park on a typical grey London day when a small crack opened in the clouds. For a few brief seconds this electric scene appeared before him. When these events occur we often don’t have time to get every setting on our camera just right. If your camera is always set to record Raw, you will have a much better chance of getting a great print.

Jay now shoots both Raw and JPEG at the same time. While he almost always has the correct exposure, the advantages of working with the Raw file in sharpening, scaling, and detail are still very much worth the effort. Jay likes to make big prints, and he needs every bit of image data he can get. Artifacts that can occur when processing a JPEG will show up more as you scale larger; these artifacts do not exist when using the Raw file. If he does choose to post-process the tone mapping, he will get a better result from the Raw file. With Raw post-processing, tonal regions can be compressed or stretched without effecting other parts of the image or causing artifacts; with a JPEG the additional information does not exist to make significant changes.

The Raw processor

The Raw workflow returns the concept of an information rich “negative” back to the digital photographer. The Raw file is the complete scene-referred image, as seen by the camera’s sensor, and is the same data the camera’s automated system uses to produce a JPEG. No longer is this important data lost; it’s available to return to any time.
Like a negative, the Raw file is not of much use until it has been rendered. To perform the
task of rendering the Raw file on a desktop computer, we need a software application called a
Raw processor. The Camera Raw engine used in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Lightroom is an
example of one such application. There are already many others.

Just as there are myriad types of film, paper, enlargers, and chemistry, there are different Raw
processors. Each application provides its own set of tools or “controls” to adjust the rendering of
the print. Just as there was no single “correct” set of darkroom equipment, there is no single right
way to design a Raw processor.

What the raw processor needs to do is well understood. The controls offered to adjust the various
parameters in Raw processing are determined by the individual application designer. Each Raw
processor has different tools, and new tools are constantly being developed. These applications
are in their infancy and will evolve rapidly over the next few years.

A key point to remember is that you can always return to the Raw file and re-render it. As Raw
processors become more sophisticated, new tools will allow more control and exciting new
methods of rendering. Just as better chemistry and papers allow us to make prints of old nega-
tives that are far superior to what was done at the time, new rendering tools will allow you to go
back and improve a modern digital print that is rendered from the raw data.

Printing technologies are also getting better. It’s not out of the realm of possibility that we could
develop a printer, ink and paper capable of a 500:1 contrast ratio. If you don’t have the raw file,
you will not be able to re-render an image specifically for this new print type. If all you have is a
JPEG the information you need has already been lost.

**A neutral starting point**

Raw processors like Lightroom start with a neutral rendering and allow you to construct your
vision from this starting point. This can cause some confusion and frustration among new users.
If you are used to looking at your camera JPEG, the initial rendering of the Raw file won’t match
it for several reasons.

A camera JPEG is the result of an automated raw processor inside the camera. That processor
doesn’t accept input from you. Conceptually, you can think of the camera as setting all the
sliders and adjustments for you, based on a best guess of what you want. Each camera company
has invested years of research developing the internal processor for their cameras and the algo-
rithms that predict how to adjust each image.

When you open a Raw file into Lightroom, it doesn’t attempt to guess what you want. It makes
no assumptions. Instead, it applies a set of default positions for each of its adjustments. These
adjustments throw out little of the original scene data and place the scene into the output-referred
image-state in a standard, repeatable way. This allows you to see what’s “in the negative.” From
this we can get a good idea of what scene information we have to work with. After a short learn-
ing curve you will begin to understand this initial rendering, and know instantly how to get what
you want. It’s good to think of this like a standard exposure of the enlarger and a standard time
in the developer bath. You have to start somewhere, and then make a change.

To realize our vision of the scene, our art, we must be able to see what we have to work with and
then manipulate it towards our goal. The neutral starting point is a reference that the artist will
learn to appreciate. It also teaches you how to shoot images that have the most information. After
working with Raw files for a few months, I completely changed the way I captured my images so
that I’d have more information to work with when I rendered them.

At first it may sound like this will create a lot of additional work. For some images that you deem
important, it will. For others, it’s not as much as you think. Lightroom and other Raw processors
allow you to create presets and synchronize settings. If you have 20 images shot at the same time,
similar adjustments can be applied to all the images simultaneously. You really only need to
adjust one and then copy the settings to the others.

Raw processor methods and design will advance at a rapid pace. The important thing is to shoot
and store the Raw file. As technology advances, you’ll want the ability to render those important
images with newer technology. If all you have is the JPEG, that won’t be possible. Remember,
don’t throw out the negative.
Conclusion

A real scene contains far more information than we can reproduce in any media. Human perception has evolved to capture much of this information in a novel way. Unlike a photograph, to process and store a scene as humans, we compress it into objects, relationships, and emotions. What we see when we look at a scene, what we remember about it, and the emotional response or affect that scene evokes, is only partly drawn by the light emanating from it. A successful photograph strives to reproduce the human experience of vision without the benefit of sunshine or cold, movement or noise.

Science has made great advances to automatically render a photographic print in a way that’s clearly recognizable as the original scene. Indeed, today’s digital cameras produce better automatic prints than any previous photographic system. Their ability to create a print that’s pleasing to the average person is excellent. However, none of these renderings are “correct.” They can’t be, because individual perception is unique.

Today, digital cameras record their rendering as a JPEG. The JPEG is a print, an output-referred file. The rendering is complete, and a large amount of the original scene information is lost. Storing only the JPEG file means throwing away the negative forever. If you want the option to interpret the scene yourself, you must store the Raw file.

When opening a raw file, the processing software produces a neutral rendering of the image, a starting point to begin the process. This is not the same as the automated rendering in the camera. It’s designed to utilize the full range of the source scene in a predictable way, to provide a reference. An experienced photo printer can look at a negative and know what to do, and likewise, a Raw print maker learns to look at the “neutral” rendering of the Raw software. From it he can see what’s possible, and know just what controls will realize his vision for the print. It’s also important to understand that there is no correct way to realize the neutral rendering. In fact, just like the camera JPEG it will vary by manufacturer. In the darkroom, you learn how the the brand of paper you work with acts. In the same way, with experience you will learn how your Raw processing software acts, and you will be better able to process satisfying renderings from your Raw digital captures.

Raw processing software provides more control over the rendering of a print than any process in the history of photography. The tools now available control aspects of the print that weren’t possible with traditional photography. The rate at which these tools have already advanced is unprecedented, and they will continue to evolve. The ability for us to return over time to the Raw file, and use these new tools to reinterpret the print, is an exciting prospect.

I predict that no advance in photography will have as great an impact on artistic expression than the Raw workflow.

As photographers, our job is to interpret the scene as a print. We must make the decisions about what to keep and what to throw away. The photographic print is limited. To compensate for those limitations, we must enhance and discount portions of our image to create a photographic print that evokes our original perception. The raw workflow allows us to express our artistic vision.

The scene is our message, the photograph our media, and rendering is the art.

“I don’t know what you mean by ‘glory,’” Alice said.

Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. “Of course you don’t, ’till I tell you. I mean—there’s a nice knock-down argument for you!”

“But ‘glory’—doesn’t mean ‘a nice knock-down argument,’” Alice objected.

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to mean—neither more, nor less.”

“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean so many different things.”

“The question is,” said Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be master—that’s all.”

- Excerpt from “Through the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found There” by Lewis Carroll (1871)